Citation of books (single author)


Citation of books (multiple authors) with translator
N: Author name (first and last) and Second Author (first and last), Title of Book (italicized), trans. Translator name (first and last) (Publication city: publisher, publication year), page number(s) cited. Example: Joseph Ratzinger and Hans Urs von Balthasar, *Mary, the Church at the source*, trans. Adrian Walker (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2005), 7-10.

B: Author name (last, first), and Second Author (first and last). Title of Book (italicized). Translated by Translator name (first and last). Publication city: publisher, publication year. Example: Ratzinger, Joseph, and Hans Urs von Balthasar. *Mary, the Church at the source*. Translated by Adrian Walker. San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2005.

Citation of edited volume (no individual author cited) with edition
N: Editor name (first and last) and second editor (first and last), ed. [or eds. if plural], Title of Book (italicized), nth ed. (Publication city: publisher, publication year), page number(s) cited. Example: Francis Schussler Fiorenza and John P. Gavin, eds., *Systematic theology: Roman Catholic perspectives*, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2011), 101-8.


Citation of chapter or article by an individual author in edited volume

**Citation of individual volumes from a multivolume set by one author**


**Citation of dissertations**

N: Author name (first and last), "Title of dissertation" (Type of dissertation, university, publication date), page numbers cited. Example: Benjamin E. Heidgerken, "The Christ and the tempter: Christ's temptation by the Devil in the thought of St. Maximus the Confessor and St. Thomas Aquinas" (PhD diss, University of Dayton, 2015), 187-214.


**Citation of articles in journals**
